e-Litmus

pH Test Syllabus

eLitmus ph test Result:

pH scores are declared in your eLitmus account within 18 days of your pH test date. Usually the result come within a week, but sometimes it may take up to 2 weeks!

Tips to score more marks in eLitmus test paper:

Attending two questions in quant will earn you nearly 20 marks, which means u wil get a percentile of 60's if u have 90 or 95+ percentile in other sections it might as well do. but i cant assure you tat will get lot of calls, you may have to lose some companies. Attempt questions only u can answer and leave out the rest. It doesnt really matter if u havn attended 20 out of 20 questions. ph test is not about how much questions u attempt, its all about how u choose the questions and answer it correctly.

How Companies in eLitmus Hiring:

There are many big companies hiring through eLitmus pH test score but few companies see the sectional cut off and few companies see the overall cutoff. So if you are not happy with your current pH score then you must take retest.

Is calculator allowed for eLitmus pH test?

No. Any kind of gadgets are strictly prohibited in the exam.

To Know more about eLitmus pH test Read this article: Elitmus Employment Test For Freshers 2014

Syllabus of Elitmus Test:

There are 3 Sections of an eLitmus pH Test Paper and each section contains 20 Questions.

- Quantitative Aptitude:
- Problem Solving or Data Interpretation and Reasoning
- Verbal Ability

There are 20 Questions in each section.

Let’s discuss syllabus for each section of the elitmus paper:

1. Quantitative Aptitude Syllabus for elitmus pH Test

- Probability (Roughly 2 Questions)
- Permutation Combination (2 Questions)
- Number System (3-4 Questions)
- Speed, Time and Distance()
- Alligation (specially mixture type question 1 for sure)
• Time and Work
• Geometry (Area of hexagons, circle and quadrilateral) – 4 to 5 questions.
• 1 or 2 Questions not from any topic, but based on common logic.

2. Syllabus for Problem Solving Section of Elitmus pH test:

• Questions on Seating Arrangement
• 1 or 2 question based on Tabular Data
• An addition/subtraction/multiplication questions where each Number (0-9) is replaced with an ALPHABET (A-Z).
• Data Sufficiency Proble

one big question will definitely come from cryptic multiplication or addition with 3 to 4 parts.

3. Verbal Ability Syllabus for elitmus pH Test:

• 4 Fill in the blanks Questions
• 3 Reading Comprehension paragraphs: Each RC will have 4 Questions.
• 2 Jumbled Paragraphs Questions
• 2 Vocabulary Based Question: Fill the pair of gaps in a sentence with the most appropriate pair of words given.

Books To Refer for eLitmus Test Preparation:

There is no separate text book for this exam. But students can refer Quantitative Aptitude By Arun Sharma, R S Agarwal

eLitmus Negative marking scheme:

If you do more than 25% questions wrong of the total attempt then for rest of every wrong answer half mark will be deducted. If you attempt more than 1/4th of total questions wrong then you get negative marking, for example: if you attend 12 questions, 1/4th of 12 is 4, so if you attempt 9 right and 3 wrong then you have no negative markings but if you attend 8 right and 4 wrong then negative marking will be there for that 4th question but not for the other 3. Negative markings are section wise not for the complete test.

eLitmus Test is beneficial for All department students CSC, IT, ECE, EEE, E&I, and even for civil and Mechanical Engineering students too etc. There is no basic questions from Electrical/Electronics department. Elitmus Aptitude Question Paper is not tough.

Download eLitmus latest Question Paper

To Know more about eLitmus pH test Read this article: Elitmus Employment Test For Freshers 2014.